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Hello Teachers! 
 
This guide was created to help you make the most of your Class Notes Artists 
visit. 
 
The goal of the concert experience is to inspire, motivate, and entertain students 
through live performance.  
 
This curriculum is comprised of a PowerPoint presentation and this Teacher’s 
Guide. The curriculum supports the concert experience by extracting several 
concepts or ideas directly related to the concert and its contents. Activities and 
information about these concepts align with Minnesota music standards, and 
help make music come alive for students. These concepts provide focus and 
establish learning goals that connect to the concert experience.  
 
Each concept is explored in three ways: Learn, Listen, and Do. Visuals, audio, 
and information for the Listen and Learn components are presented in the 
PowerPoint. Use this in the classroom to present and illustrate ideas. There are 
five Lesson/Activity plans that correspond with the Do section in this Teacher’s 
Guide and recommendations to use several of MPR’s Class Notes Videos to 
extend learning. .  
 
The entire program- concert and curriculum- is designed to promote three core 
goals. Those three ideas/concepts for Stone Arch Collective are: 
.  

1. Identification by sight and sound all instruments in the ensemble (oboe, 
violin, viola, cello) and demonstrate understanding of how each produces 
a sound. 

2. Culture and history influence music. We can hear clues in music that 
might tell us where and when it was created.  

3. Music is full of opposites, including fast/slow, loud/soft, and 
staccato/legato. Composers use these sounds as tools to communicate 
certain moods or emotions in music.   
 

We hope you find that these tools enrich the concert experience for your 
students.  
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PIZZICATO LISTENING PARTY 
LESSON/ACTIVITY PLAN 
 
Here’s a short, simple listening activity geared for younger students to help 
reinforce recognition of basic string techniques and tone color/timbre.  
 
OBJECTIVES: 

1. Students will correctly identify pizzicato and arco sounds by listening.   
 

ACTIVITIES: 
1. Explain that string instruments can perform a special technique, pizzicato, 

which is means that they pluck their strings instead of using the bow. 
 

2. Introduce or review the term arco, which is when players pull the bow 
across the strings of the instrument. Listen to a few examples of pizzicato 
and arco (good examples listed below.)  

 
3. Watch a few examples so that students understand what pizzicato looks 

and sounds like. Here’s “Allegretto Pizzicato” from Béla Bartók’s String 
Quartet No. 4, Sz. 91.  
 
Watch a contrasting arco example, the String Quartet No. 12, Op. 96 
“American” by Antonín Dvořák.  
 

4. Create index cards: 
 

 
 

Play random examples from the list below and ask students to flash the 
appropriate card based on what they hear. Here are a few examples to get 
you started. 
 
Pizzicato 
a. Johann and Josef Strauss: Pizzicato Polka 

 
b. Giacomo Puccini: Madame Butterfly “Humming Chorus”  

-Make sure to listen to a version with orchestral accompaniment, 
like this one: 

 
c. Antonio Vivaldi: The Four Season “Winter” II. Largo  

-This one is sort of a trick question because the melody is bowed 
(arco), but the accompaniment is pizzicato. 

 
d. Leroy Anderson: The very fun Plink, Plank, Plunk.  

 

pizzicato( arco(
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Arco 
a. J.S. Bach: Partita No. 3, “Gavotte en rondeau”  

 
b. Antonio Vivaldi: The Four Seasons “Summer” III. Presto 
 

 
 
STANDARDS: 
These activities incorporate aspects of the following Minnesota Standards for the 
Arts: 
 

1. K-3. Artistic Foundations 1. Demonstrate knowledge of the foundations of 
the arts area. Music. 0.1.1.3.1. Identify the elements of music including 
melody, rhythm, harmony, dynamics, tone color, texture, form, and their 
related concepts.  

2. K-3. 4 Artistic Process: Respond or Critique. 1. Respond to or critique a 
variety of creations or performances using the artistic foundations. Music. 
0.4.1.3.1. Compare and contrast the characteristics of a variety of musical 
works or performances.  
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NAME A STRING INSTRUMENT 
LESSON/ACTIVITY PLAN 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
  

1. Students will successfully name the instrumentation of a string quartet.  
 

2. Students will correctly identify violin, viola, and cello by sight and sound.  
 
ACTIVITIES: 
 

1. Start with instrumentation of the traditional string quartet. Create a bulletin 
board with pictures but no labels. Create instrument name labels 
separately and ask students to attach labels correctly. Finished product 
might look like this: 
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VIOLA&

VIOLIN&1&

VIOLIN&2&

CELLO&
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2. Work on visual identification by repeating the first activity with each 
instrument alone. 
 

3. Move on to aural identification. Find a variety of music with solo violin, 
viola, cello, or an ensemble piece that prominently features one of those 
instruments. Here are some suggestions for each instrument: 
 
Violin:  

• Felix Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto in E minor, Op. 64 
• Jay Ungar: Ashokan Farewell 
• Nicolo Paganini: Caprice No. 24 

 
Viola: 

• Arnold Bax: Viola Sonata in G minor 
• Hector Berlioz: Harold en Italie 

 
Violin and Viola: 

• W.A. Mozart’s Sinfonia Concertante, K. 364 features a brilliant 
“conversation” between the violin and viola. Here’s a great 
performance, with the violin/viola dialogue starting around 2:30. 

 
Cello:  

• J.S. Bach: Any of the Six Suites for Unaccompanied Cello 
• Camille Saint-Saëns “The Swan” from Carnival of the Animals 
• Edward Elgar: Cello Concerto in E minor, Op. 85  

 
EXTENSIONS/MODIFICATIONS/NOTES: 
 

1. Repeat the sequence of activities with any kind of performing ensemble:  
SATB vocal ensemble, brass quintet, jazz combo, rock band. Take note of 
any variations in instrumentation of common ensembles.  
 

2. Use the activities—especially the listening/aural identification 
component—to study any specific piece in greater depth and really hone 
students’ instrument identification skills. A few fun examples to try: 

 
a. Steve Reich: Music for 18 Musicians 
b. Darius Milhaud: La Creation du Monde (Creation of the World),  
c. Igor Stravinsky: L’Histoire du Soldat (A Soldier’s Tale) 
d. Franz Schubert: Trout Quintet 
e. Edgar Varèse: Poème electronique 
f. Henry Cowell: The Banshee* 
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*The Cowell piece is for solo piano but uses unorthodox techniques. It will 
challenge students listening skills in a new way.  

!
STANDARDS: 
 
These activities include aspects of the following Minnesota State Standards for 
the Arts.  
 

1. K–3. 4. Artistic Process: Respond or Critique. 1. Respond to or critique a 
variety of creations or performances using the artistic foundations. Music. 
0.4.1.3.1. Compare and contrast the characteristics of a variety of musical 
works or performances.  
 

2. Grades 4–5. Artistic Process: Respond or Critique. 1. Respond to or 
critique a variety of creations and performances using the artistic 
foundations. Music. 4.4.1.3.1. Justify personal interpretations and 
reactions to a variety of musical works and performances.  
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MAKE-A-WOODWIND 
LESSON/ACTIVITY PLAN 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
  

1. Students will produce sound on a homemade woodwind instrument. 
 

2. Students will understand how the length of the body/resonating tube 
affects pitch.   

 
3. Students will understand and demonstrate how to produce a sound by 

blowing across an open hole. 
 
MATERIALS NEEDED: 
 

1. A double reed 
 

2. Masking tape  
 

3. A large box of straws, preferably the non-bendable kind 
 

4. Scissors 
 
5. A series of glass bottles of various sizes 

 
ACTIVITIES: 
 

1. Wet the reed to make it moist for playing. 
 

2. Attach the bottom part of the reed (cork) to a straw with masking tape. Be 
sure the seal is complete. Though single reeds are traditionally easier to 
play, the size of an oboe mouthpiece/reed works much better for this 
activity.  

 
3. Once the mouthpiece is attached to the straw, blow on it to produce a 

sound. Experiment a little to work on getting consistent sound.  
 

4. Play your “straw oboe” for students. Ask a volunteer to come up and start 
snipping small sections of the straw off as you continue to blow. They will 
hear the pitch go up as the length of the straw gets shorter. Use this 
opportunity to explain that on a real woodwind instrument, the player is 
constantly lengthening and shortening the tube (and thus changing the 
pitch) by pressing different combinations of keys.  
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5. To repeat the exercise, you will need to re-construct your instrument after 
the straw has been snipped very short. 

 
6. Since reeds are difficult to disinfect, it is recommended that teachers play 

the straw oboe and students perform the snipping duties.  
 

7. Using the collection of glass bottles, encourage students to experiment 
blowing air across the open lip of the bottle. Fill with varying amounts of 
water to change the pitch. Observe how different amounts of water and 
different sizes of bottles affect the sound. Here’s a good website giving 
step by step instructions. 

 
Here’s another that gives a slightly different activity with ocarinas. 

 
STANDARDS: 
 

1. K–3. 1. Artistic Foundations. 1. Demonstrate knowledge of the foundations 
of the arts area. Music. 0.1.1.3.1. Identify the elements of music including 
melody, rhythm, harmony, dynamics, tone color, texture, for and their 
related concepts.  
 

2. Grades 4–5. 1. Artistic Foundations. 1. Demonstrate knowledge of the 
foundations of the arts area. Music. 4.1.1.3.1. Identify the elements of 
music including melody, rhythm, harmony, dynamics, tone color, texture, 
for and their related concepts.  

 
3. Grades 4–5. 1. Artistic Foundations. 2. Demonstrate knowledge and use 

of the technical skills of the art form, integrating technology when 
applicable. Music. 4.1.2.3.2. Sing and play alone and in a group 
demonstrating proper posture, breathing, technique, age-appropriate tone 
quality and expressive intent.  
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CLASSICAL TIMELINE/MAP 
LESSON/ACTIVITY PLAN 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
  

1. Students will understand the breadth and depth of the term “classical 
music.” 
 

2. Students will understand the historical and geographical origins of a wide 
variety of musical selections.  

 
ACTIVITIES: 
 

1. Select a diverse collection of classical repertoire (broadly defined) from 
various countries and eras. Below is a suggested list. Feel free to alter or 
modify based on the needs of your classroom. 

 
 

PIECE 
 

 
COMPOSER 

 
ERA/TIME 
PERIOD 

 
LOCALE/COUNTRY 

OF ORIGIN 
Spiritus Sanctus Hildegard von 

Bingen 
1098-1179 Germany 

Concerto for 
Mandolin in C 

Major 

Antonio Vivaldi 1678-1741 Italy 

In the Hall of the 
Mountain King 

Edvard Grieg 1843-1947 Norway 

Juba R. Nathaniel Dett 1883-1943 Canada 
Sinfonía India Carlos Chávez 1899-1978 Mexico 
Concret PH Iannis Xenakis 1922-2001 Greece/France 

From me flows 
what you call 

Time 

Toru Takemitsu 1930-1996 Japan 
 

Tibetan Tunes Chen Yi 1953- present China 
Omaramor Osvaldo Golijov 1960- present Argentina 

Concertino for 
bassoon and 

chamber players 

Augusta Read 
Thomas 

1964- present USA 
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2. Begin with a grid that has only the first two columns—piece and 

composer—filled out.  
 

 
PIECE 

 

 
COMPOSER 

 
ERA/TIME 
PERIOD 

 
LOCALE/COUNTRY 

OF ORIGIN 
Spiritus Sanctus Hildegard von 

Bingen 
  

Concerto for 
Mandolin in C 

Major 

Antonio Vivaldi   

In the Hall of the 
Mountain King 

Edvard Grieg   

Juba R. Nathaniel Dett   
Sinfonía India Carlos Chávez   
Concret PH Iannis Xenakis   

From me flows 
what you call 

Time 

Toru Takemitsu   

Tibetan Tunes Chen Yi   
Omaramor Osvaldo Golijov   

Concertino for 
bassoon and 

chamber players 

Augusta Read 
Thomas 

  

 
 
Listen to a short excerpt of each piece and ask students to guess the era 
and the country of origin. After they’ve guessed, go back and listen again, 
this time supplying them with the correct answers. 
 
A few recommended performances/videos of the pieces above, with some 
notes/suggestions: 
 

• Takemitsu: It’s a long piece, but it’s fun and interesting to see the 
performers play this piece. It uses a lot of interesting percussion 
and many traditional instruments play in slightly unconventional 
ways. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWipy3Q6gAI.  

• Vivaldi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-utT-BD0obk 
• Read Thomas: Great way to showcase and feature the sometimes 

overlooked bassoon. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98b1KRm3hys.  

• Dett: A short piece that is easily listened to in its entirety.  
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BLHNQK8V7E 
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• Golijov: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4Yjm0uuzWg 
• Grieg: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLp_Hh6DKWc or with 

live musicians: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRpzxKsSEZg 
• Yi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVFZLubE_tU 
• Chávez: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEJ40UlIweo 
• Xenakis: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDP8H5IK5nw 
• von Bingen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFwxnWWjIeU 

 
 

1. Find a world map and map each composer’s country of origin. 
 

 
 
 
 
2. Create a timeline of chronology of the composers’ lives. Use pictures from 

the internet to accompany each composer’s name.  
  

3. Add a column to the listening chart that asks for thoughts, descriptions, or 
characteristics of the works.  

 
4. Extend the activity by asking students to select one composer to research 

in depth.  
 
 
 
 
 
STANDARDS: 
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1. Grades 4–5. 1. Artistic Foundations. 3. Demonstrate understanding of the 
personal, social, cultural and historical contexts that influence the arts 
areas. Music. 4.1.3.3.1. Describe the cultural and historical traditions of 
music including the contributions of Minnesota American Indian tribes and 
communities.  

2. Grades 4–5. 4. Artistic Process: Respond or Critique.1. Respond to or 
critique a variety of creations and performances using the artistic 
foundations. Music. 4.4.1.3.1. Justify personal interpretations and 
reactions to a variety of musical works or performances.  
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 8 DAYS 
LESSON/ACTIVITY PLAN 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
  

1. Students will identify characteristics of music from eight different cultures.  
 
ACTIVITIES: 
 

1. Start with a blank world map like the one below. Here’s a link to one in the 
public domain. 
Explain that you will visit eight different locations over eight class periods. 
During each “visit,” you will learn about a particular style of music that 
originated in that area. 
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2. Select any eight locations/styles on the map that you are interested in 
exploring with your students. The remainder of this lesson plan is an 
example that you may feel free to use or modify to suit your needs. The 
styles, with corresponding location of origin, are: 

 
• Traditional Ojibwe singing—Minnesota/the Dakotas/Canada 
• Ragtime—St. Louis, MO 
• Mariachi—Mexico 
• Alpine yodeling—Switzerland/Austria 
• Raga—India 
• Tuvan throat singing—Mongolia 
• Kwv Thxiaj—Southeast Asia/Laos 
• Taiko—Japan 

 
 

 
 

3. Mark the locations on the map (see above.) 
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4. When visiting a country, start by listening and/or watching some music. Fill 
out a fact sheet so that students learn fundamental characteristics of each 
style of music. You may choose to present the material to students or 
have them do research on their own. Use a worksheet or grid for 
processing information. Here’s a sample template: 

 
 
GENRE/STYLE  
LOCATION OF ORIGIN  
BASIC DESCRIPTION  
FACT #1  
FACT #2  
FACT #3  
EXAMPLE/MORE INFO  
 

General categories, such as FACT #1, are more universally applicable 
across a wide variety of genres. You may decide to be more specific, with 
categories like: “characteristic instrumentation,” or “common melodic 
features.” Point out that the place of origin might be very specific, or it 
might be a broader region. If students are conducting the research 
themselves, include a column for them to cite their sources or list web 
links. Below are complete grids for the eight kinds of music referenced 
above. 

 
GENRE/STYLE Traditional Ojibwe-Anishinaabe music 
LOCATION OF 
ORIGIN 

Parts of Minnesota and Canada, surrounding Lake 
Superior 

BASIC 
DESCRIPTION 

Songs from the Ojibwe-Anishinaabe. This music is often 
vocal and uses instruments such as rattles, shakers, and 
drums.  

FACT #1 The number four is an important element in Ojibwe-
Anishinaabe music and culture, representing balance.  

FACT #2 Music is used for many things in Ojibwe-Anishinaabe 
culture: teaching, celebration, and traditional ceremonies.  

FACT #3 You should ask permission to perform a song someone 
else has written. 

EXAMPLE/MORE 
INFO 

http://www.classicalmpr.org/story/2014/11/19/meet-class-
notes-artist-lyz-jaakola 
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GENRE/STYLE Ragtime 
LOCATION OF 
ORIGIN 

St. Louis, MO, USA 

BASIC 
DESCRIPTION 

1. From dictionary.com: Music characterized by a syncopated melodic line 
and regularly accented accompaniment, evolved by black American 
musicians in the 1890s and played especially on the piano. 
 

FACT #1 Was most popular during the early years of the 20th century 
FACT #2 Scott Joplin was a famous ragtime composer 
FACT #3 Gets its name from its “ragged”, or syncopated, rhythms 
EXAMPLE/MORE 
INFO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6j5JCw5J-7U 
 

 
 

GENRE/STYLE Mariachi 
LOCATION OF 
ORIGIN 

Mexico 

BASIC 
DESCRIPTION 

Folk music from Mexico. There are variations in the music depending on the 
precise region of origin within Mexico. 

FACT #1 Instrumentation usually includes violin and guitar and sometimes trumpet. 
FACT #2 Some Mariachi music uses falsetto vocals.  
FACT #3 Mariachi music is often used in celebrations or special events, like weddings, 

holidays, or funerals.  
EXAMPLE/ 
MORE INFO 

Watch Classical MPR’s Class Notes Video about Mexican music. 
 
And look at the associated curriculum 

 
 
GENRE/STYLE Alpine yodeling 
LOCATION OF 
ORIGIN 

Switzerland, Austria 

BASIC 
DESCRIPTION 

Form of singing developed in rural areas of the Alps. 

FACT #1 Involves fast changes between high and low pitches. 
FACT #2 Singer must switch register, which is a practiced skill. 
FACT #3 Was originally developed as a form of communicating over long distances.  
EXAMPLE/MORE 
INFO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDzlJ3k6whY 

 
 
 
 
GENRE/STYLE Raga 
LOCATION OF 
ORIGIN 

India 
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BASIC 
DESCRIPTION 

A traditional melodic pattern that is a fundamental part of 
Indian classical music. 

FACT #1 Uses a series of five to nine notes as a basis for 
composition, then improvisation. 

FACT #2 Specific ragas can be associated with certain times of 
day or seasons. 

FACT #3 There are regional difference between ragas and raga 
interpretation. 

EXAMPLE/MORE 
INFO 

This clip shows a number of traditional Indian 
instruments.  

 
 
GENRE/STYLE Tuvan throat singing 
LOCATION OF 
ORIGIN 

Mongolia, Siberia, Russia, Tuva 

BASIC 
DESCRIPTION 

A style of singing in which the singer produces to pitches 
at the same time, thus creating harmony. 

FACT #1 Has origins in attempting to mimic or imitate sounds of 
nature.  

FACT #2 The singer produces a fundamental pitch and then a 
particular overtone, part of the harmonic series.  

FACT #3 There are a number of different ways of categorizing the 
different variations of Tuvan throat singing. 

EXAMPLE/MORE 
INFO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qx8hrhBZJ98 
 

 
 
GENRE/STYLE Kwv Thxiaj (pronounced “k-ou ts-ee-ah”) 
LOCATION OF 
ORIGIN 

Southeast Asia, including Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, parts 
of China 

BASIC 
DESCRIPTION 

Vocal folk music of the Hmong people 

FACT #1 Sung by both men and women of all ages. 
FACT #2 This music is for voice only. The vocal quality is raw, 

powerful, and loud. 
FACT #3 The language in these songs is referred to as “paj lug”, 

or flowery language. It is often used for courting.  
EXAMPLE/MORE 
INFO 

http://youtube/WNnI-ClKvPo 

 
GENRE/STYLE Taiko 
LOCATION OF 
ORIGIN 

Japan 

BASIC 
DESCRIPTION 

Percussion-based music usually played in an ensemble 
using a variety of instruments. 
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FACT #1 Has ancient origins. 
FACT #2 Has been used for many purposes, including 

communication, use in military activities, and use for 
theatrical accompaniment. 

FACT #3 Styles vary by region. 
EXAMPLE/MORE 
INFO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7HL5wYqAbU 
 

 
STANDARDS: 
 
These activities meet the following standards: 
 
1. Grades K – 3. 1. Artistic Foundations 3. Demonstrate understanding of the 
personal, social, cultural and historical contexts that influence the arts area. 
Music. 0.1.3.3.1. Identify the characteristic of music from a variety of cultures 
including contributions of Minnesota American Indian tribes and communities.  
 
2. Grades K – 3. 4. Artistic Process: Respond or Critique 1. Respond to or 
critique a variety of creation or performances using the artistic foundations. 
Music. 0.4.1.3.1. Compare and contrast the characteristics of a variety of musical 
works and performances.   
 
3. Grades 4 – 5. 1. Artistic Foundations 3. Demonstrate understanding of the 
personal, social, cultural and historical contexts that influence the arts area. 
Music.4.1.3.3.1. Describe the cultural and historical traditions of music including 
contributions of Minnesota American Indian tribes and communities. 
 
4. Grades 4 – 5. 4. Artistic Process: Respond or Critique 1. Respond to or 
critique a variety of creation or performances using the artistic foundations. 
Music. 4.4.1.3.1. Justify personal interpretations to a variety of musical works or 
performances.  
 
5. Grades 4 – 5. 1. Artistic Foundations. 1. Demonstrate knowledge of the 
foundations of the arts area. Music. 4.1.1.3.3. Identify the characteristics of a 
variety of genres and musical styles such as march, taiko, mariachi and classical.  
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